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Abstract
Microfluidics has progressed tremendously as a field over the last two decades. Various areas of
microfluidics developed in fully-fledged domains of their own such as organ-on-a-chip, digital
and paper microfluidics. Nevertheless, the technological advancement of microfluidics as a field
has not yet reached end-users for independent use. This is the key objective that is kept as a lens
throughout this review. The ultimate goal is for microfluidics to be simply considered as a tool
for application-focused research. A modular automated platform is envisioned to provide the
stacking and modularity required to lower the knowledge barrier for end-users. The literature
considered in this review is limited to active microfluidics and the analysis focuses on the
potential for end-users to independently leverage the platforms for research in various fields
such as cell assays, biochemistry, materials, and environmental factors monitoring.

Keywords: droplet microfluidics, active control, modular system

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

As a field, microfluidics evolved and progressed over the
decades of research supported by contributors from around
the globe and from varied backgrounds. The state of the
field with respect to its overarching vision is herein con-
sidered through the lens of active microfluidic platforms
that are used as a tool for applications in other fields. This
review aims to focus on pertinent studies from the vast
microfluidics literature. Both single and multi-phase micro-
fluidic platforms will be considered, but only liquids will be
included.

∗
Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

1.1. Historical perspective and future direction of the
microfluidics field

Although multiple early studies undoubtedly contributed to
the emergence of the microfluidics field, most articles trace
back the infancy ofmicrofluidics to the 1990s [1, 2]. The initial
microfluidics studies leveraged the mature manufacturing pro-
cesses from the semiconductor industry (i.e. lithography) [3].
The vision was to miniaturize the total analysis system (TAS)
into a single miniature device that takes the sample in and
provides the answer [1]. The evolution of such innovative vis-
ion is still ongoing. As per one of the former presidents of Bell
Labs, Mervin Kelly, innovation progresses from fundamental
scientific discovery to product development before reaching
the market [4]. Many studies established strong fundamentals
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both through theoretical [5] and experimental [2] work. The
focus of the publications is now increasingly unto product
development for various applications. However, the transla-
tion from academic studies to market products is challenging;
fundraising many millions and spending years are necessary
to bring a microfluidic product to market for the end-users [6].

The initial vision of µTAS persists through the more recent
microfluidic developments; the field nevertheless expanded
into multiple branches with diversified objectives and scopes.
The ambitious goal of achieving µTAS involves processing
a sample to perform a series of chemical analyses from pre-
paration to detection; a generally more manageable scope is
to only consider one or a few steps at a time using a lab-on-
a-chip (LOC). Some LOC microfluidic devices are not only
developed in academic laboratories [7] but also as commer-
cially viable products. There are numerous companies with
products in the market, but due to the cost and operational
training required, the benefits of switching from standard pro-
tocols to a microfluidic approach do not often outweigh the
hurdles [8]. Hence, the impact of microfluidic products in
other fields such as chemistry and biology is still somewhat
limited. Ideally, biologists and chemists would view micro-
fluidics simply as a tool [9].

The path to achieving the vision of microfluidic as a tool
is unclear, but Prof. Whitesides proposed progress similar to
that of our modern-day computers [10]. The key feature is
stacking; the basic building blocks are reliable, predictable,
and repeatable. The analogy of how µTAS relates to the com-
ponent level aspects relates to how people use websites. The
user do not need to understand how the Internet works, or how
the different components of their computer interact, or how
integrated circuits (ICs) operate, or how transistors constitute
the different ICs. The building blocks of each previous level
are reliable, predictable, and repeatable enough to allow stack-
ing. Hence, the users do not need thorough electronics under-
standing to obtain the results of a Google search. Another ana-
logy is how a chemist or a biologist can disregard the inner
workings of an electronic balance when they wish to weigh
a sample. They simply place their sample and the weight is
displayed: sample in, answer out. A similar development in
microfluidics would allow application-focused researchers to
use these stackable blocks to build systems with new capabil-
ities and fully leverage the potential of microfluidics.

Microfluidics-focused studies typically motivate their
device through applications in numerous fields such as water
treatment [11], life biology [12], and material synthesis
[13, 14]; however, the impact of application-focused stud-
ies has mainly been restricted within the microfluidics com-
munity. Thus, the field is still searching for pivotal applications
that will propel microfluidics from academic development
research to end-users’ applications. Microfluidic tools have
the potential to get at the forefront of impactful discoveries in
related fields.

1.2. Scope and motivation of this review

The limited use of microfluidic tools outside of the community
motivated this review to help not only identify the progress

but also the gaps required for wider adoption of microfluidic
devices as tools. Researchers from the biochemistry, phar-
macy, material science, and many other fields could benefit the
most from the advantages that microfluidic devices present.
However, the difficulty in adopting microfluidics simply as a
tool without requiring an in-depth understanding of the under-
lying principles dampens the global impact of microfluidics.

In order to remove the knowledge barrier, users should not
be required to understand how the building blocks function as
they should be reliable, predictable, and repeatable. In contrast
to passive approaches, activemethods are promising to achieve
this objective. Passive systems are sensitive to manufacturing
tolerances and operational uncertainties. Hence, they require a
good understanding of fluid mechanics at the micrometre scale
to operate robustly. Conversely, active approaches can elimin-
ate the intuitive adjustments required by the user that are based
on in-depth knowledge and previous microfluidic experience;
adjustments are handled automatically through the active com-
ponent of the platform.

An important drawback of certain active methods is the
low-throughput compared to passive methods. Nonetheless,
the contribution of microfluidic devices is more promising as
an analytical tool than as a production means; microfluidics
more efficiently provides information than products.

The main categories of application of microfluidics will
be summarized to provide the reader an understanding of the
motivation of end-users and their goal. Then, studies focus-
ing on the development of modular microfluidic platforms–
either stacking or modular-focused–are analyzed. The micro-
fluidic active control platforms are then categorized into
single-manipulation, single-application or platform technolo-
gies. The versatile microfluidic platforms align best with the
µTAS vision, but elements from the other studies are required
to achieve the vision.

2. Applications in many fields

A few categories of applications are selected to highlight the
potential of microfluidics for end-users. The studies involving
cells are separated according to their scale (single-cell, multi-
cell, organism) and more fundamental studies. Biochemistry
research focuses particularly on the advantage of the small
volume required for microfluidic devices. Materials studies
typically produce nanoparticles by leveraging the short reac-
tion time of microfluidic technologies. Monitoring environ-
mental factors is achieved for portable microfluidic devices.
Furthermore, impactful studies are singled out in a separate
section; their impact is not quantified through publishing ana-
lytic but rather by providing unique capabilities impossible
without microfluidic methods.

The early motivation arising from the TAS vision focuses
on obtaining answers from samples through chemical analysis.
Microfluidics was applied to many different fields with differ-
ent objectives. The purpose of each application can be gen-
erally classified as either information-focused or production-
focused. The small volume involved in microfluidic reactions
provides key advantages [15] for reagent consumption and
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reaction time to information-focused applications. Nonethe-
less, production-focused applications provide valuable contri-
butions through efforts of parallelization to increase yield and
synthesis of high-value-added compounds.

2.1. Cells

The similar scale of microfluidic devices and single-cells are
leveraged in many studies [16–22]. For example, circulating
tumour cells (CTCs) are localized in the height direction of
a channel using dielectrophoresis electrodes; the CTCs pass
through a localized lethal zone that eliminates them without
affecting the healthy blood cells [23].

Microfluidic studies also scale up to involve multiple cells.
Organs-on-a-chip are a collection of cells mimicking whole
organs or organ systems to model in vitro processes [24].
For example, a human model of the transport of sodium-
coupled glucose of the renal proximal tubule is studied using
a microfluidic device to understand the effects of administrat-
ing a sodium-transport inhibiting drug [25]. Additionally, the
long-term flow through human intestinal organoids is studied
using microfluidics [26]. The microfluidic in vitro models are
not restricted to humans; the fish intestinal barrier [27] are
studied using organs-on-a-chip. In contrast to organs, micro-
tumours are another multi-cell environment. Flow conditions
enables the control of diffusive and conductive mass trans-
port of anti-cancer drug delivery to perform drug screening
studies [28].

On an even larger scale, whole organisms are studied using
microfluidic devices. Caenorhabditis elegans organisms offer
a platform for in vivo drug screening that is physiologically
relevant to humans [29, 30]. Their adult size of 1.3mm is larger
than the micrometre scale, but microfluidic devices provide
added control and throughput to study Parkinson’s disease for
example [31].

A conspicuous challenge of biology-focusµTAS is the non-
Newtonian behaviour of whole blood and other biological flu-
ids with its misunderstood impact for flow in microfluidic
devices [32]. Blood is a significant source of information for
biological assays and is a key sample to process throughµTAS.
In addition to its non-Newtonian behaviour, blood coagula-
tion causes issues. Remediation strategies include chemical
or pharmaceutical approaches but the depletion of the active
components and the potential for interference cause problems.
Dielectrophoresis is explored as a potential solution, but there
is still no widely accepted and used solution [33]. There are
nevertheless promising advances in the microfluidics field that
can handle whole blood through the enrichment of extracel-
lular vesicles by using a magnetic bead-based approach [34].
Furthermore, a digital microfluidic platform incorporated a
blood-plasma separation membrane; the blood sample is eas-
ily obtained from a finger and the device avoids any sample
pre-processing by filtering to deal only with the plasma [35].
More fundamental work is necessary to establish a solid under-
standing of the complex behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids in
microchannels. This is especially important for whole blood
considering the dependence of its behaviour on its content
among other factors.

Studying cells at the unit level is important for diagnostic
and personalized medicine. However, the cells are challenging
to handle at the individuals level because of their small size.
Droplet microfluidics offers a solution by encapsulating the
single cells in droplets. Active droplet microfluidics enables
a greater control over the droplets. However, approaches that
require complex devices such as embedded electrodes and
design optimization are cumbersome to use. Nevertheless,
the numerous studies showcase the significant impact act-
ive microfluidics can have for cell-focused applications. A
platform-based approach is envisioned to provide an integ-
rated solution. Nevertheless, further development towards a
modular automated platform is required to palliate the know-
ledge barrier users face.

2.2. Biochemistry

Chemical reactions for biochemistry purposes do not neces-
sarily involve cells; drug screening and protein crystallization
are two examples. The microfluidic devices is information-
focused. The combination of the different samples and the
analysis of their response is the output. Microfluidic devices
enable the users to use small quantities of reagents and achieve
the reactions faster. Active droplet control proposes to effi-
ciently and systematically investigate the parameter space.

The small sample volume involved in the reaction at the
micro scale saves reagent. This advantage is particularly sig-
nificant for sparse samples such as the cerebrospinal fluid
from a mice [36] and expensive samples such as those used
for drug screening assays [37]. Multiple droplet manipula-
tions are required for drug screening assays. Droplets con-
taining each solution are generated in parallel, then, they
are trapped, merged and monitored in a passive microfluidic
device [38, 39]. Although the complex manipulations are
achieved passively, translating the microfluidic device to a
commercial product or device suitable for end-user independ-
ent use is a complex endeavour. The structure of micro-
fluidic also enable a greater control over the drug delivery
mechanisms [40].

The rapidity and lower consumption of reagents are advant-
ageous to probe vast parameter spaces. The search for chem-
ical conditions for the crystallization of proteins enables the
study of their structure mainly for medicinal purposes. Micro-
fluidic tools enable crystallization of otherwise recalcitrant
proteins when subjected to traditional larger-scale approaches
[41–44].

2.3. Materials

Complex emulsions and nanoparticle synthesis are achieved
using microfluidic devices. The capabilities of manipulating
fluid at such a small scale with better uniformity than bulk
methods are promising [45–51]; however, achieving signi-
ficant yield with microfluidic devices is challenging. Thus,
most applications focus on using microfluidics as an analyt-
ical tool to provide information rather than to yield a product.
Nevertheless, microfluidics is leveraged to achieve a narrower
size distribution through better control of nanoprecipitation
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using an acoustically-driven micromixer for example [52].
As for complex emulsions, microfluidic devices allow a
higher level of control over the number, size, and type of
internal droplets that is not achievable with non-microfluidic
approaches [53–55].

Similarly to the biochemistry applications, material-
focused applications benefit from the short reaction time of
droplet microfluidics. Moreover, the flow manipulation cap-
abilities and control enables better uniformity and complex
structures. Active droplet microfluidics has the potential to
automate the scanning of vast parameter spaces. An automated
modular platform is required to enable end users without in-
depth microfluidic knowledge to leverage these advantages.
Current active approaches often require complex fabrication
and optimization.

2.4. Environmental factors monitoring

The application ofmicrofluidic tools tomonitor environmental
factors is focused on gathering information that is critical for
safety. Various approaches involve microfluidic tools for their
small sample volume required, fast response, and low cost.
The small size of microfluidic platforms enables portability
and point-of-care (POC) decentralized testing. Selectivity is
important to target the desired compound within the complex
chemical profile of water samples. Sensitivity is essential to
detect low concentrations of harmful chemicals that are detri-
mental to health and the environment.

The distinct approaches developed have different require-
ments and performance. Mercury and arsenic are among the
species of interest that are detected. Mercury ions are sensed
with concentrations from 2 to 12 mM and only require a 2.8
µl sample [56]. Another electromechanicalmethod enables the
detection of arsenic in the range of 1–150 µg l−1 concentration
[57]. Although another study requires a larger sample of 40 µl,
its operating principle does not involve valves and is thus com-
pact and portable [58]. A simple approach that does not require
moving parts is paper-based microfluidics that is used to tar-
get copper ions for example [59]. Specificity is challenged for
certain platforms. Detecting different ions is impactful and is
achieved visually for mercury, lead and copper using DNA-
nanoparticle probes; the detection limit for all three ions is on
the order of 1 nM [60]. Furthermore, certain micro-organisms
present in water are also detrimental similarly to heavy metal
ions, and the detection of the micro-organisms is thus also
important [61].

Focused review articles provide a targeted point of view
about environmental factor monitoring. The combination of
microfluidics with a smartphone is particularly potent for
portable solutions [62]; furthermore, image-based colouri-
metric sensing techniques are ideal for portability and low
cost [63]. As for electro-mechanical techniques, nanomaterial-
basedmodification of the electrodes increases the performance
through enhanced specificity and sensitivity for different metal
ions [64, 65]. Finally, samples are targeted at various points in
the water cycle such as wastewater monitoring with biosensors
[66] and various approaches to detect metal cations in drinking
water [67].

2.5. Impactful applications

The most impactful applications of microfluidic devices are
the ones providing key advantages and possibilities compared
to bulk methods. The high-throughput, low reagent consump-
tion, short reaction times, and reaction compartmentalization
are interesting advantages. However, they do not always jus-
tify the switch from a more familiar method to microfluidics.
Microfluidic devices are more easily adopted when providing
new capabilities or definitive advantages [68, 69].

The laminar nature of flow at the micron scale is challen-
ging to thoroughly mix the sample. Nonetheless, it is also
leveraged to control the diffusion. Hence, using a simple
approach with a syringe pump, denaturalized proteins and the
buffer are passed through a chip side by side. The resulting
refolding of the proteins is more effective and does not require
a post-processing purification step comparatively to other non-
microfluidic-based approaches [70].

The strength of microfluidics more commonly lies in the
information it provides rather than the yield it produces. High-
value products such as drugs can nevertheless be pertinent
applications. Parallelization of micro-reactors yields higher
throughput by increasing the production 25 fold to achieve
31 g h−1 [71]. The miniaturization and implementation of
the instrumentation on the microfluidic device enables in-situ
measurement. These are particularly useful for transient meas-
urements. For example, a by-product of the oil industry is
deposited on porous media and its temperature properties
are examined [72]. Microfluidics enable an extensive con-
trol over the arrangement and the complexity of the micro-
structure. Researchers leverage these capabilities and small
scale of microfluidic tools to work towards the generation of
artificial cells [73]. Micro-droplets provide a platform with
better frequency control of Belousov–Zhabotinsky reactions.
Thus, further insights enable a better understanding of the
phenomenon [74].

These examples demonstrate the significant potential
impact of microfluidic in application-focused fields. However,
passive approaches lack the control ability to enable ease of
use by end-users. Active droplet microfluidics enhances the
control of droplets; however, the complex manufacturing with
integrated electrodes for example is prohibitive to the wide-
spread adoption. Instead, an approach with simple fabrica-
tion and hardware should be prioritized. The control handles
the microfluidic aspects such that people without extens-
ive in microfluidics and controls can leverage the platform.
Moreover, the active microfluidic platform should be modular
to enable the end users to easily adapt it to fulfill their needs.

3. Modular platforms

3.1. Framework overview

The development of microfluidic tools that are easy to be
used in other fields requires reliable, predictable, and repeat-
able building blocks as formulated by Prof. Whitesides [10].
The stacking principle enables the usage of higher-level
functionalities without requiring an understanding of the lower
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Figure 1. Stackable modular platform structure and vision for easy control of individual droplets by end-users. Structure of a stackable
modular platform. The vertical direction shows the stacking while the horizontal direction shows modularity. Each manipulation is a module
that leverages stacking such that only high-level information from the user is required.

level building blocks. For microfluidic devices more specific-
ally, stacking signifies that end-users perform manipulations
without requiring an in-depth understanding of fluid mech-
anics at the micro-scale. As illustrated in figure 1, vertic-
ally, the building blocks must exhibit reliability, predictability,
and repeatability–that is stackability–for the users to depend
on them. Horizontally, the modules must operate independ-
ently to avoid influencing each other, but appropriate exchange
channels must be established between them. In the envisioned
modular system, each module is responsible for one droplet
manipulation that corresponds to one step of the assay. The
operation of the modules is controlled by the supervisory
control layer that interprets the user input as instructions for
each module. Moreover, progress in the natural language pro-
cessing field has the potential to simplify user input. A poten-
tially cumbersome user interface is replaced by the direct inter-
pretation of a user’s directives [75].

The value of modular design has already been leveraged in
several studies. However, generally, the lack of either inde-
pendence or stackability of the modules compromises the
potential of the platform. Thus, the literature covers various
aspects required to achieve an impactful modular platform but
separately.

3.2. Modules

Certain studies focus on developing modules that the user
assembles for their specific use; the approach involves either
single-phase or droplet flow. Single-phase flow modules
behave more independently from each other than droplet flow
modules; the dynamic effects of droplets travelling through
channels that are coupled through the pressure field easily
compromise the independence of each module [76].

Therefore, influence between the modules is circumvented
by using single-phase flow for an automatedmodular approach

[77, 78]. However, droplet microfluidics provides key advant-
ages such as compartmentalization that are essential to many
applications. A critical issue that modular microfluidic sys-
tems must address is the connection of the different mod-
ules. The focus on the mechanical assembly of the differ-
ent modules is essential but usually fails to address the issue
of dependability [79–86]. The coupling of adjacent modules
through the pressure field can result in undesirable dynam-
ics compromising the operation of the device. Nevertheless,
a reliable connection between the modules is primordial to
the success of modular systems. The component with the
flow-driving capabilities is a prime candidate for modular-
ity [87]. However, without applying the principles to the rest
of the microfluidic system, the independent usage by end-
users is still compromised. Similarly, a heat-exchange mod-
ule embodies the modularity principle but is limited to the
component rather than the whole microfluidic system [88].
The handling of single-cells is automated using a vision-
based system. However, the cells are transferred to passive
microfluidic channels, and thus, the system is modular and
adheres to the stacking principle only for the cell-handling
module [89].

3.3. Stacking components

The studies proposing the stacking of components either focus
on peripheral components to the chip or the chip itself.

The modularity of the peripheral equipment to the micro-
fluidic chip is essential to the versatility of the whole system;
the stacking of the microfluidic chip function is deemed a crit-
ical factor that should also be addressed, but that usually is not.
For example, an SMR-focused study demonstrates the poten-
tial of modular equipment, but the application as a general
microfluidic platform is limited [84]. Similarly, modularity is
also demonstrated but is limited to the actuation [90].
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The devices that allow the sample as the input and provides
the answer as the output embody the principle of stacking. The
user of the device does not need to thoroughly understand how
the device works. However, the devices are sometimes overly
tailored to specific applications, for example, detection and
quantification of infectious pathogens using dRPA [91].

4. Active control platforms

The historical perspective and key applications of microfluidic
devices motivate the vision and need for an automated act-
ive microfluidic platform that is used as a tool. A sub-field of
microfluidics that concentrates on achieving such objectives
are active control platforms. Diverse avenues to achieve the
envisioned µTAS are herein included.

The two main objectives achieved are: (a) the integration of
chemical and physical sensors for continuous monitoring, and
(b) logic and feedback algorithms for automated screening,
process control, and optimization [92]. The challenges identi-
fied byMcMullen and Jensen extend beyond the scope of their
article that is focused on analytical chemistry but are neverthe-
less pertinent to this day.

• Translating the thinking and decision-making skills of a
researcher into an automated tool.

• Detecting failures such as clogging to avoid introducing
erroneous data into the results.

• Handling the complications that compound as the
microchannel network grows.

• Developing algorithms that provide stability, and fast
dynamics.

• Collaborating between multiple experts in chemistry, engin-
eering, micro-fabrication, and software development.

The integration of chemical and physical sensors are cru-
cial to monitor the parameters of interest. The two main cat-
egories of studies are: (a) screening a vast parameter space
for various reactions [93–98], and (b) real-time optimization
and change through online feedback [99, 100]. Implement-
ing sensors for the varied parameters that are monitored on
the microfluidic chip is complex and focused review articles
provide more details [65, 101, 102]. This review will con-
centrate on the logic and feedback for process control. The
active control is categorized into single-manipulation, single-
application, and platform studies. Figure 2 provides an over-
view of the paper structure.

4.1. Single-manipulation focus for droplets

The automation of droplet manipulations is achieved using
various methods typically introducing an external force. The
common connection between the studies is their objective to
automate one singlemanipulation of droplets. Examples of tar-
get manipulations are generation, merging, mixing and sort-
ing. The single manipulation focus signifies that these studies
are not platform technologies that would be promising for the
µTAS system vision. The main inhibition in developing a plat-
form from these techniques is the localized effect that cannot

easily be extended or multiplexed for multiple manipulations.
Nonetheless, the variety of external forces used to control the
droplet shows the assortment of approaches.

Although an external force is introduced, and thus, the
method is active, the studies focusing on a single-manipulation
typically layer the external force on top of passive methods.
Most commonly, a passive generation of droplets is the first
step of these active single-manipulations. Thus, although the
active control enables stacking to some extend, the depend-
ence of the approach on passive microfluidic severely inhibits
modularity potential.

4.1.1. Generation. Certain review articles focus specifically
on the different external forces introduced to actively con-
trol the droplet generation process [103]. The introduction
of a force such as an alternative current using on-chip elec-
trodes enables the tuning of the droplet size. The generated
droplets contain a sodium chloride solution. Moreover, the
study demonstrated a negligible difference in the actively con-
trolled generation process using a non-Newtonian fluid, more
specifically, xanthan gum [104]. An external magnetic force
enables the break up of droplets. The ferrofluid droplets are
generated at a junction [105, 106] or the droplets are split up
to generate two daughter droplets [107].

An alternative to introducing an additional external force
is to adjust the flow-driving mechanism based on feedback.
An approach only requiring the typical equipment without
any additional components uses the pressure pump or syr-
inge pump as the force, and a camera to acquire the appro-
priate feedback. Thus, parameters (e.g length-to-width ratio)
are tuned using a controller (e.g. PID controller) to adjust the
flow rate of the syringe pump to achieve the desired outcome
[108, 109].

Droplet-on-demand implements active methods without
the high-throughput and lack of modularity of layering the
external force on top of passive droplet generation [110–115].
Although the droplets are generated one at a time, they typic-
ally enter a passive network. Thus, the control is increased over
single droplets rather than multiple droplets. However, the
lack of control after their creation compromises themodularity
potential of this approach similar to the active droplet genera-
tion techniques that are layered on top of passive generation.

4.1.2. Merging and mixing. Microfluidic applications
involving multiple on-chip reagents require merging and
mixing. Review articles provide an overview of the differ-
ent approaches as well as techniques to achieve merging [116]
and mixing [117, 118] passively and actively. For example,
an on-chip microwave sensor enables the selective heating of
the aqueous droplets; the non-uniform heating pattern causes
effective mixing between the two droplet halves [119]. A
mixing module is integrated with Tesla valves on-chip to
thoroughly mix samples; the concentration is digitally con-
trolled [120]. The intermittent pulse-width-modulated signal
is leveraged to control the concentration of up to six different
reagents using multi-layer valves [121]. Moreover, complex
flow profiles are achieved, real-time control is enabled for
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Figure 2. Overview of the active control platforms presented in the subsequent sections.

potential feedback mechanisms, and the necessary design files
are provided to replicate the apparatus. Another approach uses
magnetic forces to deform an elastic membrane, and hence,
improve mixing [122].

4.1.3. Sorting. Sorting droplets inherently requires an active
component to deviate the droplets between at least two paths.
Moreover, a sensing method must be implemented to detect
which droplet to deviate. The need for sorting emerged from
leveraging high-throughput encapsulation using microfluidic
devices with heterogeneous cell populations. Fluorescence-
activated cell sorters (FACSs) is an established tool in the
biochemistry field [123, 124]; the fluorescent probes enables
the sorting of the cells according to targeted characteristics.
The feedback system is generally vision-based such as for
fluorescent signals of FACS systems. The study object is not
restricted to cells and can be organisms such as C. Elegans
[125]. More complex identification techniques leverage deep
learning to identify the element to actively sort using a pulse
[126–128]. Alternatively, the sorting elements span a wider
area of unrestricted flow controlled through dielectrophoresis

for example [129]. Dielectrophoresis is also leveraged to form
a sequentially addressable dielectrophoretic array to achieve
large-droplet sorting [130].

Photo-actuation is prominent in sorting manipulations due
to its extensive sensing capabilities [131, 132]. Nevertheless,
more manipulations such as generation [133] and trapping
[134] are achieved. A more detailed review [135] delves into
the fundamentals of photo-actuation and the technological
developments within the microfluidic community. Another
external actuation that enables droplet sorting is a magnetic
field. The droplet content is functionalized using superpara-
magnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles for example [136].
The usage of the ferrofluid as the continuous phase rather than
as the droplet enables sorting [137] in addition to the trapping
of droplets [138].

4.2. Single application: POC platforms

POC platforms are prime examples of the potential impact of
microfluidics in other fields, often linked to medical applic-
ations. Multiple functions are integrated on a microfluidic
device to achieve a specific targeted application [139].
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However, the developed microfluidic solutions are highly
specific to the target application and lack versatility. Con-
sequently, the end-users cannot adapt the platform to their
various needwithout priormicrofluidic knowledge to adapt the
design. Nevertheless, the application focus they fulfill demon-
strates the potential of microfluidic platforms as tools in other
fields.

Paper-based devices are particularly suitable for POC
due to their simple operation, compactness, and low-cost.
Although the core of paper-based microfluidics relies on pass-
ive flow [140], certain active approaches are developed such
as thermally activated gates [141].

More generally, POC devices cover a wide range of applic-
ations. For example, HIV is detected from whole blood
samples [142]. Microfluidic tools are developed and used for
iron deficiency anemia [143] and other diagnostics [144–146].
The detection of micro-organisms is also achieved using
microfluidic approaches [147].

The great advantage of POC microfluidic devices is their
ability to take the sample as the input, and then, provide the
answer as the output [148]. The stacking principle is lever-
aged such that the user does not need to understand the inner
workings of the microfluidic device. However, the researchers
developing such devices are certainly required to understand
microfluidics.

4.3. Digital microfluidics

Digital microfluidics involves larger droplets than those for
‘droplet microfluidics’; the difference in scale is one of the
major differentiating factors. Oppositely to droplet micro-
fluidics for which the droplets are enclosed in microchannels,
digital microfluidics manipulates the droplets on an open array
[149]. A widespread approach is electrowetting-on-dielectric
(EWOD); surface acoustic waves (SAWs), magnetic forces,
and optoelectrowetting are alternative methods. The focus of
this section is on digital microfluidics for its ability perform
many manipulations and its potential for automation. There-
fore, studies focusing on layering the active method in par-
allel to a passive channel network are omitted. Such studies
are covered in the section 4.1 single-manipulation focus for
droplets.

4.3.1. Electrowetting-on-dielectric platforms. For EWOD
platforms, the droplet size is dictated by the size of the
electrodes forming the array upon which the droplets travel.
Voltage is applied to convert the substrate from hydrophobic
to hydrophilic as schematically illustrated in figure 3. More
details about the working principles are included in the relev-
ant literature [150].

The potential for automation and great versatility of the
platform led to many applications regrouped in pertinent
review articles [151, 152]. For example, a commercially avail-
able digital microfluidic device is used to efficiently prepare
samples for liquid chromatography-mass spectroscopy [153].
Previously, sample losses and manual manipulations chal-
lenged the measurement of low cell number samples.

The high automation and modularity potential are
key advantages of EWOD platforms. Multiple companies
developed products for main application areas: liquid lenses,
reflective displays, and biomedical assays [154]. The poten-
tial of the platform is demonstrated for sample preparation.
A procedure requiring 4–5 h of manual labour is achieved
in about 30 min using an automated EWOD platform. Non-
etheless, typical drawbacks of digital microfluidics include
sample evaporation, degradation of the samples from the elec-
tric field, and detrimental large droplet volume for single-cell
analysis. Moreover, non-adherent surface coating properties
are essential when using particularly sticky components such
as proteins that easily cross-contaminate. In brief, the droplet
microfluidic technology is promising in terms of its modular-
ity and automation potential, but inherent drawbacks inhibit
its independent use by end-users. The continued development
of commercial platforms is nevertheless promising. Any reli-
ability issues must however be first resolved.

4.3.2. SAW platforms. Similarly to EWOD, SAW platforms
leverage embedded electrodes (i.e. inter-digital transducers
(IDTs)). Review articles explore in more details the funda-
mentals and capabilities of SAW [155]. The electrode design
is generally tailored to the objective of the platform or applic-
ation; nevertheless, more universal and versatile designs have
been investigated [156]. The generation of surface waves using
the IDTs requires an electric signal with the appropriate fre-
quency; then, thewaveswith an amplitude of a few nanometers
produce macroscopic effects such as droplet transport [157].

Simple droplet transport is essential and valuable. SAWs
are furthermore capable of location feedback in addition to
droplet transport [158, 159]. Moreover, multiple droplets are
transported independently [160]. The enabling potential of
SAW-based platforms arise from the implementation of mul-
tiple droplet manipulations. The mixing and sensing capabil-
ities are combined for biosensing of sub-nanomolar concen-
trations of analytes [161]. Direct heating of droplets is also
achieved [162]. The SAW-based droplet transport is leveraged
for a PCR application [163].

Furthermore, the combination of SAW with EWOD lever-
ages the strength of each; EWOD is used for transport while
SAW mixes the droplet content [164]. Although SAW-based
platforms showcase good potential for automation and inde-
pendent use, they are inhibited by similar disadvantages than
EWOD platforms: the fabrication process is complex, the
droplets are relatively large, and the platform is susceptible
to evaporation.

4.3.3. Magnetic platforms. Magnetic particles contained in
droplets enable using permanent magnets or electromagnets
for droplet control [165]. The magnetic particles contained
in the droplet can serve two purposes: actuation to interact
with the magnet, and as a solid substrate for biochemical
reactions. The fundamental operating principle is schematic-
ally illustrated in figure 4 and is reviewed in details elsewhere
[166]. Essentially, the magnet speed and particle concentra-
tion determines whether the magnet disengages, the particles
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Figure 3. Working principle of EWOD platforms [150]. The applied voltage modifies the surface properties from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic. The voltage is applied and independently controlled for a grid.

Figure 4. Working principle of magnetic devices with a sample on
top of a hydrophobic surface [166].

are extracted or the droplet is steadily transported. The differ-
ent regimes occur based on the balance between the magnetic,
friction and capillary-induced drag forces. Themajor variables
are the particle type, droplet size, surrounding oil layer, surface
tension and viscosity.

The magnetic digital microfluidics approach enables
droplet generation, transport, merging, and particle extraction
[167]. Moreover, surface energy traps enable greater versat-
ility by creating stationary reaction areas [168]. The com-
bination of the magnetic digital microfluidic platform with a
heating source demonstrated the potential for genetic detec-
tion using PCR. The magnetic beads are particularly power-
ful as solid substrates for ELISA assays [169–173]; magnetic
forces helps extract the bead while the standard EWOD plat-
form handles fluid transport for example [174–176]. A sim-
ilar approach combining the magnetic bead and forces with
the EWOD droplet transport uses a surface enhanced Raman
scattering-based immunoassay [177] and the optimization of
thyroid-stimulating hormone immunoassays [178].

Similarly to the EWOD platform, magnetic-based digital
microfluidics platform provide great automation capabilities.
Moreover, the addition of a solid substrate (i.e. magnetic
beads) enables many assays such as ELISA and surface
enhanced Raman scattering-based immunoassays. However,
the same drawbacks than for EWOD affect the magnetic plat-
forms. The droplets are relatively large and susceptible to
evaporation, especially when heated for PCR. Moreover, the
hydrophobic surface properties is primordial to the operation
of the platform and cannot be compromised.

4.3.4. Optoelectrowetting platforms. Optoelectrowetting
leverages a similar approach to EWOD. However, instead of
applying a voltage to change the surface properties, a light
is shined unto photoconductors. The resulting change in sur-
face properties enable a droplet velocity of 7 mm s−1 using
a 4 mW laster for example [179]. A review provides a wider
perspective of the fundamental principles and its usage in a
microfluidic context [135].

Many droplets are handled using a 96-droplet array with
optimized input and output parameters [180]. Moreover, the
surface of the opto-responsive material is modified with nan-
oparticles for better performance [181, 182]. The actuation
is required to be portable and low cost to allow for POC
applications. Commercially available smartphones provide
an accessible light source. Smartphone-based optoelectrowet-
ting microfluidic platforms with hydrophobic traps enable
droplet transport, merging, mixing, detection, and splitting
[183–185].

Optoelectrowetting plaforms provide potential for auto-
mation and portability using a smartphone-based approach.
However, key disadvantages are prohibitive to a widespread
use: relatively large droplets and susceptibility to evapora-
tion. Nonetheless, the large droplet size issue is mitigate at the
expense of simplicity using a combination of EWOD, mag-
netic beads and optical tweezers to study single particles and
single cells [186].

4.4. Multi-layer devices for parallel control channels

4.4.1. Working principle. The micro-channel network con-
taining the samples are enclosed within one layer; there is at
least one other layer that is used for control purposes. On-
off valves commanded by a computer provide control over
the sample flow within the micro-channel network. Figure 5
schematically illustrates the working principle [187].

4.4.2. Quake’s valves. The pioneer of this novel approach–
often accordingly labelled as ‘Quake’s valves’–developed
the idea in the early 2000s when microfluidics was still in
its infancy [187]. The soft nature of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) that has been commonly used for rapid prototyping
of microfluidic devices is leveraged to create on-chip valves.
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Figure 5. Working principle of multi-layer devices with a sample
and a control layer [187]. The zone at the intersection between the
two layers acts as an on-chip solenoid valve.

A thin membrane between the sample and control channel is
expanded to block flow in the channel using pressurized air.
The valves create micro-reactors containing the samples simil-
arly to droplets, although the approach fundamentally operates
using single-phase flow.

High-throughput applications require numerous on-chip
valves to isolate and to control each micro-reactor. A mul-
tiplexing technique reduces the number of off-chip solen-
oid valves to lessen the burden of the external hardware
[188]. Although the microfluidic device footprint is small, the
required supporting hardware is substantial. Another draw-
back is the required more complex fabrication of multi-layer
devices that is more demanding than simpler single-layer
chips. Finally, single-phase flow is susceptible to cross-
contamination; accordingly, special care must be taken to
avoid undermining the results. Even considering the afore-
mentioned drawbacks, the Quake’s valve platform and similar
devices with an air control layer have been applied to numer-
ous studies focusing on applications. They are too numerous
to comprehensively list here [189–198].

Although end-users cannot purchase an off-the-shelf com-
mercial product, numerous journal articles detail the process.
The multi-layer microfluidic chip process is detailed both for
a regular procedure [199] and a 3D-printer-based procedure
[200]. Moreover, the supporting hardware required to oper-
ate the multiple solenoid valves is accessible through an open-
source project [201].

The multi-layer platform is promising due to its demon-
strated capabilities with numerous applications and the overall
high impact of this research direction within the microfluidic
community. Nevertheless, the independent use of the platform
by end-users is still not widespread due to the challenges in
using the platform and the knowledge barrier; the numerous
articles about the process help lower the barrier, but the stack-
ing capabilities are not yet developed enough to the level of a
commercial product. The air control layer approach nonethe-
less occupies an important and promising direction of active
microfluidic platforms.

4.4.3. Other approaches. Quake’s valves specifically lever-
age the softness of PDMS to deform and block the sample
channels using pressurized air. Similar approaches with the
parallel multi-layer control layer relying on different prin-
ciples have been investigated to integrate valves in micro-
fluidic devices. An electroactive polymer-based valve is
triggered by applying a 50 Vµm−1 electric field [202]. The
valve provides enough displacement to close the sample chan-
nel and is compact. However, the pressure is limited up to 4.0
kPa (40 mbar). The response time is about 0.7 s.

Alternatively, certain valves are pH activated [203]. The
power consumption is low and the thermal risk for the
bio-samples is avoided. The valves are hydrogel-based and
respond to specific pH solutions to expand and close the chan-
nel. The response time is about 10 s. The pH-enabled hydrogel
valve footprint is about 500 µm.

Wax valves aremelted using heat applied at the desired time
[204]. The valves are integrated on a centrifugal disk platform
to allow better control of the flow and introduce an active con-
trol component. The deformable polymer valves are also integ-
rated within a centrifugal disk platform to control the capil-
lary flow using on-off solenoid valves to an external pressure
source [205].

Liquid metal can also be used for electrostatic valves [206].
Additionally, liquidmetal can be leveraged in a variety of ways
for microfluidic devices [207].

The common objective of adding valves as another layer
to microfluidic devices is to supplement the microflow with
an active control component. Active control inherently has the
potential for stacking of the components. However, a more tar-
geted design solution would enable end-users to more easily
and independently leverage the powerful tool that multi-layer
microfluidic devices present.

4.5. In-line solenoid valves

Similarly to Quake’s valve approach, Garstecki’s research
group developed an active control method using solenoid
valves, but in-line as opposed to in parallel [208]. The valves
are directly integrated in series with the flow source as shown
in figure 6; hence, the complex multi-layer microchip fabric-
ation is avoided. Furthermore, the microflow involved is two-
phase flow (i.e. droplet microfluidics) instead of single-phase
flow.

The control capabilities are greatly increased without sac-
rificing manufacturing simplicity and robustness. Moreover,
droplet microfluidics has many advantages over single-
phase microfluidics. The reactions are compartmentalized
and thus, largely minimize cross-contamination. Multi-phase
flow enables high-throughput without compromising uniform-
ity. However, the in-line solenoid valve system still requires
involved user interaction to operate the system, and micro-
fluidics knowledge to setup and operate the actuation pres-
sure behind each of the solenoid valve [209]. A combination
of this platform with passive traps allowed for more robust
operation without knowledge [210]. Nonetheless, the possible
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Figure 6. Working principle of in-line solenoid valve [208]. The
rotating solenoid valve aligns and blocks the gate pathway for the
sample to flow.

manipulations were limited and requiredmore complexmicro-
fluidic chip fabrication.

Overall, the in-line solenoid valve offers added control
without extensively complicating the manufacturing process.
Thus, modularity potential is high. However, the current con-
trol approach heavily relies on knowledge of microfluidics and
consequently, would require further development to achieve
significant stacking capabilities.

4.6. Combining passive and active principles

The control of individual droplets is achieved without intro-
ducing an additional force or hardware; the pressure actuation
is adjusted based on visual feedback [211–214]. The control-
ler enables the droplets to be manipulated similarly to passive
approaches but a much greater control directly associated with
the varying control pressure. Thus, this method combines prin-
ciples both from passive–the use of the geometry to achieve
manipulations–and active–varying forces–methods to control
individual droplets.

The working principle of the active droplet control platform
is illustrated in figure 7. The computer hosts the controller that

is at the core of the control of the individual droplets. The
communication with the other components of the system is
also established through the computer. The connected pressure
pump individually applies pressure to the inlets of the micro-
fluidic chip. The image analysis is also hosted on the computer
to provide the feedback to the controller in the form of droplet
location.

A similar approach that uses visual feedback to locate flow
has been implemented in the past [215]. However, the con-
trolled localization is not of a droplet, but of an interface.
Thus, the potential for applications is much less significant.
Another similar approach that incorporates visual feedback
and droplet microfluidics is closer to the platform schemat-
ically illustrated in figure 7 from Wong et al. However, the
control is over multiple droplets as opposed to single droplets
[109]. Consequently, the rest of the microfluidic device relies
on passive droplet manipulations that cannot easily be used by
end-users.

The simple manufacturing processes and standard micro-
fluidic equipment required for this platform enhances its
potential for independent use by end-users. Moreover, stack-
ing is enabled by the controller which removes the microflow
knowledge from end-users. Modularity is not addressed yet
but is envisioned to have high potential because of the more
simple components required.

4.7. Future outlook

The impact of microfluidic devices depends on their usage by
end-users. The developments that are envisioned to be impact-
ful target the knowledge barrier and the financial cost.

The controller at the core of the active platform should
balance simplicity and performance. A simpler approach pro-
motes better accessibility for end-users without significantly
sacrificing performance.

Commercial pressure pumps provide a turnkey solution.
However, their cost can be prohibitive and limit their access-
ibility to some researchers. A simple approach using a com-
mon balloon provides an uncomplicated solution [216, 217].
For more complex requirements, an open-source pressure
system provides more flexibility through customization of
the different parts. Moreover, the lower cost enables greater
accessibility. A minimum understanding of the system is
required to properly assemble and maintain the system.
Open-source approaches such as µPump [218] provide guid-
ance to lessen the burden of a custom system and reduces
cost.

The reliance of microfluidic platforms on microscopes and
cameras poses a challenge both for accessibility and versatil-
ity. The acquisition of high-performance visualization equip-
ment can be expensive. Simpler and less expensive ima-
ging solutions are important to develop systems that are less
costly. Moreover, the dependence of microfluidic platforms on
bulky systems such as microscopes limit the portability of the
devices.
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Figure 7. Working principle of the combined active and passive platform [211]. The controller calculates the required pressure to apply at
each microfluidic chip inlet based on the feedback provided by the microscope, camera, and on-line image processing.

5. Summary

Microfluidics has tremendous potential to miniaturize TASs
(µTAS) for impactful applications. Applications in the fields
of cell studies, biochemistry, materials, and environmental
factors monitoring motivated the development of numerous
microfluidic platforms. However, the adoption of microfluidic
tools outside of the developers’ field by end-users is limited.
A modular platform is envisioned to enable end-users to con-
sider microfluidic as a tool to achieve their goal. Active control
removes the microfluidic flow knowledge required of the user.
Thus, the knowledge barrier is lower by the stacking of reli-
able, predictable, and repeatable components.

Certain microfluidic platforms demonstrate stacking cap-
abilities while others focus more on modularity. However,
both are needed to achieve a platform that can be used
independently by end-users. Similarly, many different active
approaches to microfluidics enable the user to by-pass the
barrier knowledge typically required by passive microfluidic
devices. Therefore, many elements of the envisioned plat-
form are present in various studies. However, they need to be
regrouped and optimized in one platform that end users can
independently leverage in studies in the various fields benefit-
ing from the advantages provided by microfluidics.
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